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For the special golfer...

...in your life...in your life

When you have a list and you really don't know where to start - look no further. 

Rob Noel Golf Academy offers gift certificates which can be used at the academy for all programs. Even better:

you don't need to stand in line to purchase.

Click here to purchase any denomination online.

 

Specials for the taking
 

Don't miss out on what we have to offer, buy your bargain today!

 

For the Juniors 

Juniors will receive one month free with any RNGA program purchased at either Money Hill or Cypress Lakes

locations. New students ONLY.

 

Discounts, discounts, discounts

10% off all programs at either Money Hill or Cypress Lakes locations. 

Limited space for this one, don't delay!
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Limited space for this one, don't delay!

Nic Drezins is also running an extended Black Friday special of 5 (1-hour) lessons plus 2 hour playing lesson (7

total hours total) for only $550! This special is limited to the first 5 people who take advantage! Act now! 

Only at Money Hill.

 That's not all...

Our three coaching packages are also availabe at discounted prices. All the best that coaching has to offer,

without breaking the bank.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click on images for more information.

But wait, there's more!

From now until Christmas (another great gift, hint, hint) Rob is offering two private lessons and an on course

playing lesson for only $475. This totals to $125 in savings! The best part? It is completely customizable. Pick the

two topics that you would like cover in the private lessons and apply what you've learned on the course with Rob

providing guidance. How's that for a deal? 

  

Interested? Contact us.

Our awesome juniors

RNGA students well represented for Annual Louisiana Junior CupRNGA students well represented for Annual Louisiana Junior Cup
 

The LA Junior Cup is an annual matchplay event with the best players from West Louisiana playing those from

East Louisiana. It was held this past weekend at Southern Trace in Shreveport.

Although the Westside got the win in a close match, Rob Noel players showed up in a big way!

Junior Cup rookies Sarah Meral, Blair McKenzie, Owen Hayden, and Quinn Garcia played spectacularly, all

scoring points and proved that they would be there for years to come. While Junior Cup Veterans Trey Morse,

Ryan Dupuee, and Reese Drezins also played solidly as well as providing leadership to the new players.
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Looking forward to next year!

 

Testimonial Tuesday

"A terrific learning experience, can hardly wait until next week to continue in a positive direction. Each of the 3

steps of my evaluation were on time and concise. I like the idea of take home exercises (drills) to speed up the

process of developing better golf swing." ~ Aaron McKenna

 

Rob Noel Golf Academy Coaching produces results. Choose to improve. Choose Rob Noel.

Book now >Book now >

The direction of technology
 

Materials open up your opportunityMaterials open up your opportunity
 

Adjustable drivers, while being main-stream, have until now come along with some compromises, 

especially with forgiveness.

 

By using weight strategically, designers have been able

to extend the size of the hitting zone.

http://robnoelgolfacademy.uschedule.com/OnlineAppointments.aspx


The leading 2018 drivers not only protect ball speed

away from the sweet spot, they protect the launch

conditions. 

That means, despite a slightly off-centre ball strike, you

still get the length of ball flight and distance you

expected.

 

Originally, the weight required for adjustable 

hosels reduced the amount of weight available

to the club designer.

That’s not the case anymore. More than enough

weight is available to the designer to allow them

to develop a driver packed with forgiveness.

 

The adjustable driver improvement The adjustable driver improvement 

 

Now though, new manufacturing processes, new lighter but stronger materials, have provided the designers of

adjustable drivers with enough discretionary weight to give you adjustability and forgiveness. 

 

Contact us >Contact us >
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What motivates you?
 

What are you most looking forward to, as you arrive?What are you most looking forward to, as you arrive?
 

We’re trying to gain a better understanding of what’s important to our golfers. Last week we had a simple

question relating to social golf vs competitive golf. If you missed it and want to answer,

 

Click here >Click here >

 

This week we want to understand what you look forward to most as you drive to the golf club. Again a simple

question. And again, to preserve privacy, your name is optional. So what inspires you?

 

 

Let us knowLet us know
 

This is just one question. It might make you think though.

Let us know now.

 

Click here >Click here >
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This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Rob Noel and is provided as a

service for the members and guests of Rob Noel Golf Academy and has been

supported and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For

any queries contact us on 985-809-0060.

Sent on behalf of Rob Noel Golf Academy by 
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